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FOREWORD
It some of the theories which are current to-day ihould ultimatelj

gain acceptance, the raigo oJ Comparative Religion would become
practically unhmited. According to Professor Hobhouse's definition

of Sociology, 'hat study is endowed with a truly enormous capacity
j

and contemporary scholars show a disposition to stretch alike

inordinately the circumference of a lotlier cljpartment of research,

whose boundaries are comprehensive already. Thus Comparative

Religion has been held to include not only large sections of the

field covered by Anthropology, but to bo actually commensurate

in scope with that vast domain which is known as ' the Science

of Religion '. Regarded as a sort of boa-constrictor, and invited

to swallow successive titbits appreciably bigger than itself. Com-
parative Religion has been subjected to a severe but unwarranted

test
; and, according to report, it has satisfactorily disposed of its

victims

!

In the following lecture it will be shown that the wiuoly-received

opinion, just referred to, is entirely erroneous. It is a belief no better

founded than the majority of filmy superstitions. In the latter part

of this pamphlet, something is said concerning those lofty preroga-

tives to which Comparative Religion rightly lays claim ; but even

a* its best, this study is still conlro. 3d by many formidable bairiers.

It is upon these hindrances and restraints that, meanwhile, it

peculiarly opportune to dwell.

Nothing is more satisfactory than the steady advance '"ch

has accompanied the gaining of clearer ideas concerning the . .ge

and limitations of Comparative Religion. Former perplexities and
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COMPARATIVE RELIGION

It ia propoMd in thii leotan to rmphuiie two oonnJeratioiu
which pertiio to the next atage o( devolopment in tbii itudy
of Compirative Religion. Both of the conclusion! in queition
need to be affirmed, and ro-afflrmed, with an incrcasingly-imiitent

•trem. On the one hand, the deflnitely-reitricted are* of Com-
parative Beligion mnit in fotnre be more generally acknowledged
and obeerred. On the other hand, the legitimate icope of Com-
parative Religion muit be defended againat all who venture to

!«'><"•—•'"• eepecially againit all who aiuil—it> independent and
indefeaiibie autbnrity,

I. ITS RESTRICTED AREA.

Comparative ReligioD, and the meaning of e name ' Com-
parative Religion ', ought to be confined will . much narrower
boundariee than those which ordinary usage seema to justify.
Hitherto this designation has been appUed, often in an exasperat-
ingly casual fashion, to different units of a whole group of sciences
all of which differ fundamentally from one another. In a word, it u
fully time that Comparative Religion, exempted from the hazards ot
roaming at large in a practically world-wide domain, should in future
be oonitrained to oocupy a definitely-restricted area.

Thi« Btndy must never be confounded with the Soiincb o»
Bluai0N,> of which it constitutes merely one department. It
must never be confounded with the Pkiiobophy of Riuoion,'
seeing that it is only one among many tributaries which supply
material for the philosophic interpre-ation of religion. It must
never be confounded with Anthbopolooy, Eihmoiooy, Socioiooy,
AnoHiOLooT, Mythology, Phuolooy, or Pbychoiooy ; for each
of these sciences, employing its appropriate and distinctive method,
is limited (in the main) to the discharge of functions which are

•J. !!?°?'^„Sf°'"''
l" "^ '"^ book on T». PhUcopi, „/ Sdigi^i (p. 29,

BdiBlmrgli, 1»U). Hemi to M tato thii not onoommooTnOT ^^
•Till, mlno^nptiojl ii nrj ImiiieiiUy moounloied in tlie wliti™ of weU-kncwn



• COMPAKATIVE EBUOION

peonliarly its own. From one point of view, it may not seem unfair to
claim that Comparative Religion is merely a branch of Anthropology,
or of Ethnology, or of Sociology. But such a contention overlooks
the fact that, for the anthropologist, religion is only one of those
factors in humanity which demand scrutiny and oarefol analysis

j

for the comparativist, religion ia Iht one factor upon which be con-
centrates his researches. For the ethnologist, religion is an influential

cultural element, dominating—or tending to dominate—a given group
or race

; for the comparativist, religion is that subtle constituent
in every man which accompanies him unbidden from the cradle
to the grave. And it might be shown that a similar penetrative
cleavage separates Comparative Religion from each of the other
subsidiary

'
sciences whosf recent literature might easily be subjected

to survey.

In particular. Comparative Religion must never be confounded
with the History of Relioions, a science which should no longer
be allowed to usurp an academic position to which it can establish
no claim. The historian of religion—whenever he deals with his

subject fairly—confines himself to the study of a single faith, which
he traces (if he can) to its sources, which he interprets through
niaking clear the successive stages of its growth, and which he makes
immensely more intelligible by arranging its distinctive practices
in their strictly chronological order ; the comparativist, on the other
hand, is bound to study all faiths, and to appraise them in the hght
of their verifiable relationships with one another. The History of
Religions concerns itself with facts, arranged (if possible) in orderly
sequence

;
Comparative Religion is in search of those laws (discover-

able behind the activities of all religions) which tend invariably to
produce certain results under certain given conditions. The History
of Religions, moreover, lays stress upon such factors in a (tribal

or national) faith as set it apart from others ; Comparative Religion,

on the other hand,—seeking to disclose the connexim which links all

religions together, and which thus brings them within the purview of
a comprehensive synthesis—lays stress upon those influences and
aspirations which unite rather than divorce and divide.

Comparative Religion must never be confounded with Compara-
tive Thboloot. Yet no misapprehension is more common; volume
after volume might be cited wherein the writer uses these designa-
tions as i! they were synonymous. Nor conld any misapprehension
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be more unfortunate. Compsrative Theology, which undertakes to

compare merely the doctrinal belieb existent—or at some time
existent—among the numerous races of mankind, restricts itself

obviously to a very narrow segment of the circle which Comparative
Religion represents.' Comparative Theology is a field in which a
good deal of ' comparativist ' work has been accompUshed, although
accomplished generally in a fitful and irregular way ; it is the field

in which the great majority of researchers in Comparative Eehgion
are busy to-day ; but it must never be supposed that such investigators

are oomparativists m the full meaning of that term. Their task is

comprehensive and exacting ; yet its boundaries are very much more
limited than those of that more capacious science which they
indirectly yet materially promote.

Finally, Comparative Religion must never be confounded with
Apolooetics. The latter study, still governed all too markedly by
its traditional and hereditary purpose, seeks to erect an impregnable

dejemx around an individual faith ; the comparativist, on the other

hand, merely seeks to understand the multifarious faiths of mankind,
that afterwards he may correctly estimate and interpret them.
Apologetics, representing en intensely practical piece of research,

is swayed inevitably by considerations of a manifestly practical

character.^ and is quite wilhng to describe itself as ' The AppUed
Science of Religion'; Comparative Religion, on the other hand,
bemg a purely technical study, is pursued for purely academic
ends, and is totally undisturbed by the character of the goal
which gradually emerges into view. The apologist (like the his-

torian) lays continual stress upon the differmces which separate
religions, and he often (consciously or unconsciously) exaggerates
these differences ; the comparativist, penetrating beneath the pecu-
liarities of outward guise, deliberately emphasizes the existence of
those auus and mterests wherem diverse religions agree, and those

' C/. Jordan, CmpamUte StUgim: A S«n«j( 0/ in Rtcad Lilenlitre. mO-lta.
[Ready, bat pablioatioa poatponed.]

' Filsoipd Garyie is not piepued to allow any compaiativiit to diicmiit the
nniquenma and originality of Chrittianity : c/. Tkt ChritUm Certainly amid OtMakn Pwpfci%, pp. 82, 112, oto. London, 1910. This writer think., moreo™
that • wo should treat with . . . respeot ... the great mass ol reverent, serious and
responsible Christian soholarship that has an unbroken tradition within the Christian
Church' iThe fiipontoy Tima, vol. iiiir. p. 374). Quito so. But that argoment
hsTes altogether unmoved the great world of ' reverent, serious and responaibte iMn.
Christian sobolaiship '.
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nmfflon jmrpotes in whose presence local animoaitiea tend to became
assuaged and forgotten. The apologist is never tired of asserting

the ondonbted truth of his beliefs ; the comparatirist ' has nothing to

do with religions values ', seeing that be is ' simply concerned with
ascertaining and comparing Ihe ideas which various races have had
of their gods and worship, and with tracing the continuity of the

religious idea'.' He is content with partial knowledge, having
little or no hope of ever arriving at ultimate truth ; all the teaching

he imparts is admittedly relative and contingent. ' We know nothing
for certain ; that is the condition of our lives in this world, the only
condition upon which all our value of noble things is founded.' The
apologist claims to be an exponent of the best faith known among
men

; whether Comparative BeUgion is capable of lendmg support
to this or that religion, or whether it is likely to become a solvent

influence (destructive of the lofty claims of every existing reUgion),

are alternatives which the comparativist does not usually pause to

consider.

The fact that Comparative Religion is a very modem science

may perhaps sufficiently account for this singular (and seemingly
inveterate) habit of confusing things which differ. Our knowledge
of the science is still, at many points, admittedly imperfect. It can
hardly be wondered at, therefore, that several books which have
deliberately been labelled 'Comparative Religion '—and many
other books which do not aspire to that title," but which are com-
monly referred to as expositions of Comparative Religion—have in

reality only a very uncertam connexion with the study in question.

Instead of occupying themselves specifically with their proper
theme, the majority of such volumes touch merely npon the outer
fringes of the subject, or (with a curious lack of discrimination)

introduce into it a variety of discussions which are more or less

irrelevant. The comparisons instituted are, for the most part,

obscure and unreliable. The advances made, if any, are con-
spicuously tentative, provisional, and diffident.

In a word : the study of Comparative Religion, in the judge-
ment of competent scholars, is still in process of transition. Its

' Of. Tkomu J. Haidy, Tfe Sdilioiu /lult'iid, p. 290. London, 1013.
C/. Stephen Langdon, Tommuz atid lihtar. London, 1914. Thii Tolnme ia

renewed in rAeOx/ordJfayaztM (p. 228: Febnury 26, 1916) andertlie beading 'Com-
palative Beligion '.
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boundaries—and therefore its contents—cannot yet finally be deter-

mined. Notwithstanding its vigorous growth, many mysteries

remain unsolved, and many difficult heights have still to be sur-

mounted. The comparativist, confident and adventurous, is abroad

;

but he has not yet tested and matured his powers. In an age when
settled conclusions are everywhere being revised, none are more often

called in question than those which pass current under the tegis of

religion. The faiths of mankind, assembled in a single arena, no
longer hesitate—deliberately, and sometimes even aggressively

—

to confront and challenge one another. What will be the outcome
of this tryst ? The issue cannot yet be predicted. We are viewing
the birth-throes of an entirely new religious environment. The solu-

tion of existing perplexities would, however, more quickly be reached

if—in so far as Comparative Religion is concerned—the boundaries
of that science were not so often carelessly overstepped and its great

heritage inordinately extended.

II. ITS LEGITIMATE SCOPE.

Although admittmg that the study of Comparative Religion is

still in a transitional stage, and that most of the work thus far

I^- accomphshed—and still being accomplished—is preparatory and sub-

sidiary in character, it must at the same time be affirmed that an
immense and permanent advance has happily been achieved. Mis-

conceptions touching the real import of Comparative Religion are

rapidly disappearing. These mistaken opinions, natural and even
inevitable at the outset, have largely been outgrown. As remarked
elsewhere, 'the range of the science is . . . being brought within

definite and carefuUy prescribed boundaries'.* The goal towards
which it is advancing has at last risen clearly into view. One
has only to look back for a moment, contrasting 1916 with 1900, to

feel convinced that a new branch of research has successfully been
inaugurated. It is now only a question of time, skill, and persever-

ance until the alluring dream of half a century ago shall gloriously

and completely be fulfilled.

' If any reader of these pages entertains the idea that Com-
parative Religion is already a robust, fully-developed, and self-

reliant science,—definite in its dimensions,and grownto such maturity

' Cf. Jordu, Ctmtariitm Bdigim : lli Adjtiica laiAttiu, p. 328. Loidon, 1915.
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that it can now formulate in confident and systematic detail its prin-

ciples and laws—it is important that all such beginners should be
disillusioned without delay.' ' Comparative BeUgion is emphati-
cally a science o£ the twentieth century, and accordingly no
very pronounced results need be looked lor as yet. ' It ia still a
science in the making. It is only gradually assuming concrete and
confident form. The contents of this volume—and, not least,

the carefully-ordered arrangement of those contents—serve in the
best possible way to demonstrate that most existing books on Com-
parative Religion are merely preliminary treatises.' ' The ground,
in many places, is still in process of being broken up. At other
points, the seed so-vn has already produced an excellent harvest.

It is quite correct to say, with Dr. Clifford, that ' the literature

is astonishingly extensive, and it is growing from month to month ',"

provided the pronoun ' iis ' be not substituted for the definite article.

The books thus far available lead towards a goal which, even in

1916, is apparently somewhat remote. No popular or scientific

Manual has thus far been produced. Less than a dozen expositions

of Comparative Religion have been penned—whether in Great
Britain, America, or on the Continent—during the last sbt years 1

Of systematic and adequate expositions, even after the lapse of

nearly fifty years, there are none. Several such volumes are at

present in course of preparation ; some of them, it is well known,
have long been in hand ; but not one of them has been completed
and printed. No JmnuU of Cimparative Bdigim, national or inter-

national in its scope, has yet been launched. Kven in the standard

Encyclopssdias the subject is still very imperfectly dealt with. In
the latest

' Ready Reference ' copy of the Subject-Index of the British

Museum Library, even in 1916, the heading ' Comparative Religion

'

is sought for in vain!' Nevertheless, of volumes which throw
a good deal of light upon this study, the number is practically

unlimited.

' Cy. Jordan, Comparative Betigion : A avnia/ of Ua Seceni Literatwe, IS1(^I913 :

vide eupra, foot-aote, p. 7.

» Cy. John Clifford, Comparative BeJigion and Mieeiona to Non-Chrir , peopUat
p. 4. London, 1912. FroloHor Qodon gou inordinately tar when ho aa;s that
' Comparative Reli^on ia already abundantly furnished with handbooks and intro.
duotiona '

: cf. AUred S. Geden, Stwliet inlhelklisumi o/tte Eael, p. yiii. London, 1913.
• In the latest printed volumes of the Subject-Index (1901-1900 and 1906-1910).

books on Comparative Religion must be looked for under the hsaduu ' The History
of Beligioos '.
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It has often been imagined, moreover, that Comparative BeligioD

ia secretly the toe of every individual religion j that it teaches the

composite origin of Uterally every faith ; and that it entertains the

hope of gathering ultimately all religions into a single comprehensive
synthesis. Its hostility towards Christianity, in particular, has been
widely proclaimed. ' The attack from the side of Comparative Beli-

gion", exclaims a usually discrimmative writer, ' is one of the most
formidable with which the Christian apologetic has to deal at the

present time ; and, if that attack were driven home successfully, it is

difficult to see how the missionary motive could 8ur\-ive in any
adequate form." ' But, as already pomted out,' no more erroneous

misconception could possibly prevail. All that Comparative BeUgion
asks of Christian believers is that they allow their taith to be honestly

and fairly examined. In point of fact. Comparative Rehgion restricts

itself exclusively to the demands of a twofold purpose. ' It is that

science which, by means of comparisons, strives to determine with

exactness (1) the relation of the various religions of mankind to

one another, and (2) the interrelation of conceptions current within

a single reUgiun at different periods in its history.'

'

It is plain, therefore, that this science has a function to fulfil

vastly different from—and infinitely higher than—that which some
of its critics assign to it. Happily a saner judgement is now finding

expression on every hand. J» is beginning to be recognized that

Comparative Religion and Apologetics are studies which stand enturely

apart from each other.* The former branch of research never seeks

to exalt unduly either Jesus Christ or any other reUgious teacher of

men ; neither does it seek to shadow the glory rightly belonging

either to one leader or to another. Accordingly, the modem spirit

of inquiry finds immediate and congenial fellowship amongst investi-

gators who, while striving to solve the fundamental problems of

religion, are seeking to solve them quite independently of theur

local and traditional bearings, and (not less) of their subtle yet

potent interactions. As a consequence, a new conception of religion

—of its universaUty, of its essential unity, of its wond ous variety,

' C/. Joseph H. Oldham in The Internatunul Review oj Miations, vol. ii, p. 805.
• Vide supra, pp. 7 (. It is no evidenoe ol antithtwifl or ill.will if Comparative

Religion, again and again, haa diacloaed the indebtedness of Christianity to numerous
Qon-Christian faiths.

• CJ. Jordan, Comparative Jtetigion : Ita Genetia and Onwlh, p. 65. Edinburgh, 1905.
• Vide supra, pp. 7 f.
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oi that Infinite and Supreme Power that stands behind it all-

has everjrvhere raised strange and pregnant qaestionings among

thonghtlul men.

It is no part of the duty of Comparative Beligion to assume the r61e

of a prophet. It has nothing to say concerning the future. Accord-

ingly it has absolutely nothing to say concerning the probable

future of Christianity, or of any other faith ; those teachers who

actually make such pronouncements have no real right to speak in

its name. It is quite as permissible to afSrm that all religions lead

to God as it is to declare that only one of them enjoys that dis-

tinction. None can find fault with a scholar who, feeling constrained

to record his convictions, publicly affirms that a given religion is

superior to all others,—or even, perhaps, that it is the absolute and

final religion for all mankind. But when any such investigator

claims to be a comparativist, he is in duty bound to make it clear

that, in voicing the opinion in question, he is ipeahing merely /or

himself, and not with the authority of a science which (over and

over again) has repudiated its responsibilitiy for statements of this

kind. The legitimate scope of Comparative Religion is restricted

to the past and to the present. It would be a more popular science

if, utilizing for purely secondary purposes the vast stores of material

it has accumulated, it gave itself rein in the framing of attractive

hypotheses, the creation of fanciful analogies, the undue straining

of actual likenesses, etc. etc. But neither guesses nor exaggerations

pc«w«n any scientific value. The mysteries of religion will coniinue

to make their muto appeal to every serious student ; and, as long as

these mysteries persist, it is man's duty to adhere to his resolve to

master and unravel them.

The real aim of Comparativj P-iligion is to investigate and ex-

pound, through the competent comparison of data collected from

the most diverse sources, the meaning and value of the several

faiths of mankind. It seeks to give a coherent and consistent

account of the result of the operation of those laws which underUe

man's religious development, that development being studied as a

whole and not merely as a series of unrelaUi eruptions. It is hardly

Ukely to prove a universal solvent of differences in religion,' but it

has at least demonstrated the wondrous soUdarity of the race in its

>
CJ. C. Stanley O. Mylrea'a artiole on ' Pointa of ContACt and of Contzut ' In The

Jfofllem World, vol. iii, p. 402. London, 1913.
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ntigioiu needs and aipirations. It deteoU, and seeki to interpret,

the resemblances which are ohatacteristio o! the whole array of

homan faiths ; but it recogniies, also, the existence of divergencies

for which meanwhile it is wholly unable to account. It is strongly

oi opinion that these differences, which temporarUy set reUgions

more or less widely apart, rest upon a foundation of universally

diffused constituent elements which unite aU faiths indissolubly

together; yet it does not presume to frame or pronounce

ijy verdict in the premisses. It is convmced that the soundest

basis for confidence in the claims made by ony faith is to be

found in a scientific examination of the facts and principles

which it defends, and which account for its (more or less pro-

gressive) vitality.

Before any new advance in this department of inquiry can be

secured, a vast amount of regumd and inimnve study will have

to be faced. The collection of necessary data is not yet complete.

A sufficiently close examination of aheady avaUable data has not

yet been made. The final processes, connected with the sifting

and classification of data, will not probably be accomplished for

many years to come. Factors which, in one form or another, are

bound to enter ultimately into the texture of this science will need

to be more accurately determined than has been possible hitherto.

Meanwhfle, however, this task has been begun. Many of the returns

hitherto tabulated, though compiled with scrupulous care, have

proved to be unieUable. Unfortunately they have had the effect

of spreading erroneous opinions, and of bringing discredit upon the

science which they were meant to promote ; but, their untrust-

worthiness having been discovered, they have akeady been revised.

Yet farther, the comparativist of to-day is cheerfully subjecting

himself to a long course of dose and exacting study. ' Comparative

Religion must no longer be given over to the tender mercies of well-

meaning but often very poorly qualified exponents. It must be

deUvered from the reproach which rested so heavily for a tune

npon the History of Religions, viz. the mischievous intermeddling

of the dUettante scholar. The competency and ease with which

the genuine expert in such work confronts and accomplishes his task

is very different from the uncertain advances and withdrawals of

those to whom such investigations are admittedly unfamiUar. A

certain dexterity is essential ; and it can be acquired, like skiU of
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other kinds, only by oarefol training under capable masten.' ' The

oomparativiBt of to-day fnlly realiaies that, in his study of religion,

he must be one who—to adopt words recently used in another

connexion—has ' immersed bis mind in the matter with which he has

to deal, and who has learned in the process . . . what methods of

treatment are appropriate to the matter in question'.' Mere

amateurish injerencea are inadmissible ; for while such guesses

may prove * happy hits ', they are in reality more or less vagrant

conjectures. Mere amateurish comjMrUona are equally inadmissible.

The qualities really demanded are the keenness and doggudness of

the sleuth-hound, which refuses to be baulked of its prey. The

comparativist knows that the difficulties which await him are

numerous and grave. He has no longer any illusions in this con-

nexion ; he is quite prepared to comply with the demand for what-

ever patience may be needed during years of laborious research.

For, at last, he is persuaded that it is only through the fruitage of

such discipline that he can hope to frame and justify hypotheses

which—constructed, * not by random guess-work but by the trained

imagination of a man of science, or by the true divination of genius

—will enlarge the horizon '^ of human knowledge, and (in par-

ticular) impart to the study of Comparative Religion that definite-

ness and restriotion-of-range which are essential to its vigorous

growth.*

Accordingly, while a considerable amount of pioneer work still

remains to be overtaken, an amazing change—a practical revolution

—has been wrought in current opinion touching the legitimate scope

of this science. * It is not very long *, remarks Dr. Hastings, * since

a book on Comparative Religion would have been refused by the

publishors, however well written and authoritative.' > Such an offer,

if backed by some rsakachievement, would certainly not be refused

by any publisher to-day ! Comparative Religion is already in being,

but at many points its aim and field are still somewhat obscure.

Tho present lecture embodies a genuine attempt to lessen that

' 0/. Jordan, Comparaiive Religion: Ita Mtihod ard Scope, pp. 12-13. London,

1908.

» Cf. The British Wt^ly, p. 497. London, January 22, 1914.

* CJ. R. Boflworth Smith, JfoAamm^ and MokammtdaiMtn, p. 2. London, 1874.

[3rd edition. 1889.]

* C/. Jordan, Comparative Bdigion : Its Method and Scope, pp. 13-15.

* Cf. James Haetiaga, The Expotitory Timet, vol. xzt, p. 323. Edinburgh, 1914.
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obMTiritjr. Three other pabliutioiM H«k to on; the proeeu of

eineidation several farther stagea on its way.'

Comparative Religion ii already a aeience, althoagh tome of ita

ultimate prerogatives cannot be foreaeen. Expert! are conaidering

indeed the adviiability of snbdividing thia atndy into a nomber of

anbordinate departments.' Meanwhile, it is growing daily throngh

a jadioions employment of the methods of observation and experi-

ment. It is not alarmed, or ashamed, because it has itself some-

times been labelled * an experiment *. The designation is not

inapt. In harmony with the experience of all living and develop-

ing instramentalities. Comparative Beligion will always remain an

experiment. Nevertheless, becanse of the sturdy and continnons

expansion of this study, competent guidance is essential. Its

advances must be made under the control ol leaders who are

experienced, prudent, and couragfius. They must be masters of

their craft, and must be immune from the usual effects of unfore-

seen delays and irretrievable disasters. With such leadership,

reinforced by the endowments of patience and openness of mind, it

is not too much to affirm that there does not exist to-day—in the

entire circle of progressive human inquiry—a domain more needy,

more fruitful, or more inviting than the definitely-restricted area

assigned to Comparative Beligion.

' Cf. Jordan, Comporatite Bdigion; A Swvej/ of ito KeetiU LiUratwe, [Vol i,

Edinburgh, 1906 and 1910: voL ii u ready, but ita publication is poatponed]; Com-

fonUve lUigim : lb iKaintiig atid Value. [Noaply ready] ; ComporiHiK .ReltgHm .•

Jts A^juuett and AUit*. London, 1915.

• Cf. Jonbn, Comraralim Sditim : A fumy o/ ila Reunt liltralurt, »ol. U, pp. v I.




